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Did I hit the sentiment on the head? Say what you are thinking?!

Let’s say it all together now... “F U Covid-19!!!”
Now that we got that out of our system (well, a little bit for now), let’s chat
about what we are going to do about your plans to get married in 2020.

Let me reassure you, I AM HERE FOR YOU and have no plans
to close down over the next 6 months or any time after that.
I have already begun working with couples who have been forced to
postpone their wedding due to travel bans and excess numbers with
venue restrictions, some already have new dates to work with. However...

IF YOU STILL WANT TO GET HITCHED AMIDST THE CHAOS - I AM ALL IN!!!
Obviously we will work within the safe guidelines as asked by our leaders. But
as far as I am concerned, we can do this together! Even if your day looks
different to what we had originally planned - we can still make it AMAZING!!

If you know me, you already know that I love to think outside
the box... so here are some other options to think about:
Keep calm and carry on - let’s do this wedding just as planned

Bearing in mind the restrictions in place to keep your guests, vendors and yourselves safe.

Let’s have an intimate ceremony & host a fully sick party later!

Talk to your venues about this possibility... it could be a great solution that will not
only get you married now but also keep the industry going through this rough patch.

Plan an adventure elopement and incredible reveal party

Check out my new venture @Elopebrisbane It could be an incredible experience for
the two of you - Let’s turn lemons into lemonade and make the most of a worldwide
emergency. What an epic love story to tell your children... we eloped during a pandemic!

Propose a micro wedding with Pop Up Weddings Bayside

The amazing women in this team specialise in micro weddings (these are small scaled
weddings), they have all the bling without the buck and are safe in terms of numbers
and locations - choosing indoor or outdoor venues, check out their website or FB page.

Add videography, Skype or FB live and stream to your favourites

So some people cannot make it - don’t leave them with FOMO! Go digital, or talk to
me about video options available to you - it’s that ‘maybe’ item that is now essential!
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